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Whole-Lot-A-Wholesale
Presented by:
Peter G Harriman
Certified Business Adviser
Center Director
Maine SBDC at University of Southern Maine

PURPOSE OF THIS WORKSHOP
• THIS WORKSHOP WAS DESIGNED TO HELP YOU UNDERSTAND WHOLESALE TERMS,
AND EFFECTIVE WHOLESALE PRICING, CREDIT AND SHIPPING POLICIES.
• Note: This workshop will be recorded and available after today on our website:
We will send you a link after the session!
Also – February 12th (tomorrow) 12‐2pm
Booth Basics with Guest Speaker
To Register, go to:
https://mainesbdc.centerdynamics.com/events.aspx?days=90&layout=4
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SUMMARY AGENDA
• Introduction
• Why Wholesale?
• Pricing
• Creating Wholesale Materials
• Getting Accounts & Common Terms
• Wrap up ‐ Questions

WHO AM I AND WHO DO I WORK FOR?
• PETER HARRIMAN, CENTER DIRECTOR
• MAINE SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CENTER
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN MAINE

55 EXETER STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE 04102
PHONE: (207) 780‐4844
WWW.MAINESBDC.ORG
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WHAT DOES THE SBDC DO?
• PROVIDES FREE & CONFIDENTIAL BUSINESS ADVISING TO MAINE BUSINESSES
AND ENTREPRENEURS, INCLUDING:
• BUSINESS PLANNING
• BUSINESS STARTUPS
• CREDIT & FINANCING
• FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
• MARKETING & SALES
• OPERATIONS & MANAGEMENT
• MUCH MORE

DISCLAIMER
THE SBDC DOES NOT PROVIDE TAX, LEGAL OR
ACCOUNTING ADVICE. THIS MATERIAL HAS BEEN
PREPARED FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY, AND IS
NOT INTENDED TO PROVIDE, AND SHOULD NOT BE RELIED
ON FOR, TAX, LEGAL OR ACCOUNTING ADVICE. YOU
SHOULD CONSULT YOUR OWN TAX, LEGAL AND
ACCOUNTING ADVISORS BEFORE ENGAGING IN ANY
TRANSACTION.
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Why Wholesale?
What is Wholesale?
Selling products directly to stores (physical and
online) and/or catalogs. Typically your products are
sold at a fixed or reduced cost and then marked up
before being sold to the end customer.

What are the Benefits?
1. No need to keep large inventories
• While you will most likely need to create a sample for buyers to view or hold, you will largely
be making only those products that are ordered.

2. Increased Exposure
• You get the benefit of having your products sold by a retailer with a much higher level of traffic
than you might see on your own site or at your location – larger exposure, more locations.

3. Predictable schedule and Revenue Stream
• When you write the orders, you determine the ship date. This can allow you to appropriately
space out orders.
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Wholesale is NOT Consignment
Consignment – you loan your product to the store and get a percentage
of the sales price when the product sells.
Issues with Consignment:
• Cash Flow ‐ unpredictable
• Inventory – large portions tied up on store shelves
• Insurance/Liability – who covers the value of the goods?
• Trust – that the store keeps accurate records of sales and
inventory
Exceptions – high priced items ($200+ per piece)

Evaluate Your Business
Is your business a wholesale business?
• Price – can you sell wholesale and still make a profit? Will
the product sell at the retail price point?
• Capacity – can you fulfill orders? Timely?
• Marketability – are the wholesale items popular? Only
present the ones that will sell.
• Identity – does the wholesale items fit with your brand
identity?
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Considerations on Pricing
• Target Market
• Competition
• Company Image/Positioning
• Distribution Channels
• Material Costs and Supply
• Pricing Technique – Strategies

Common Pricing Strategies
• Market Penetration Pricing
Price set low to capture market share
• Market/Price Skimming
High prices on new products that is then reduced with time
• Location Pricing
Higher prices dictated by convenience
• Bundle Pricing
Lower rate to purchase bundle than to buy individually
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Other Pricing Strategies
• Psychology Pricing
Price based on emotional versus logical
• Perceived Value/Prestige Pricing
Price based on value realized by customer
• Competitor Pricing
Set price to match competitor’s
• Price Lining
Price set at different levels depending on options

Two methods for determining your Price

• Cost Basis
• Market Basis
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How do you determine your minimum price?
(Cost Basis)
• Price should include the following:
1) Materials or ingredients (Direct Costs)
2) Labor (Direct Costs)
3) Overhead (Indirect Costs –hardest to figure)
4) Taxes (estimate at 25‐30%)
5) Needed profit – to replace equipment, expand, or take a
vacation at some point
6) Retail Markup…?

Example ‐ Earrings
It takes 60 minutes to make 3 earrings
1 – Material/Ingredients

$7.35/earring

2 – Labor (assuming $12/hr)

$4.00/earring

3 – Overhead [Hardest to Calculate]
• Assume $800 monthly costs and selling to 40 customers a month (10 customers a
week)
$20.00/earring
Total so far:
$31.35/earring
4 – Taxes at 25% = $31.35 x 1.25 =

$39.19/earring

5 ‐ Needed Profit = 10% = $39.19 x 1.10 = Wholesale‐ $43.11/earring
6 – Markup (2‐3 for Jewelry) =

Retail: $86.22/earring
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Market Basis Pricing
• Need to Know
• Competitor’s pricing
• (not saying you have to match it)
• Margin (mark‐up) that is typical in your distribution
channel
• Operating margins
• Sales Rep/Distributor
• Profit margin desired
• Other (bad debt, finance cost, fulfillment)

Markup versus Margin
Markup Percentage = The difference between the wholesale cost of an item and its retail sales price. (Cost Basis)
Unit Cost of Widget
Desired 40% Markup
= Price

$6.00

(wholesale)

40%

$6.00 X (1 + 40%) = $8.40

(retail) Markup = 1.4

Margin Percentage = Typically the difference between the retail price and its wholesale cost. (Market Basis)
Unit Retail Price
+ Desired Margin
= Price

$10.00

(retail)

40%

$10.00 X (1 – 40%) = $6.00 (wholesale)

Mark‐up factor to achieve 40% margin is 1.67
(6 X 1.67 = 10) Mark‐up factor is NOT Keystone.
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Market Price Acceptance
If the market will not accept the product at the price which will
cover costs and the desired margin, four alternatives are
available:
• Differentiate your product from your competition in the
minds of the buyers.
• Reduce costs
• Accept a lower margin
• Discontinue the product

How to get to a lower price?
• Look at direct and indirect costs FIRST
• Discounts on bulk ordering of materials
• Reduce labor time
• Hire someone
• Join forces ‐ co‐op, associations, partnerships?
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“Red Flags” for Pricing
• Receiving a high percentage of orders
• Selling out of your products
• Lead time stretches out
• Profit margin deterioration
• Haven’t implemented a price increase in “a long time”

Two Basic Rules of Pricing
• The market, not your
costs, determines the
price at which your
products will sell.
• Your costs and desired
profits only establish a
“price floor” below
which you cannot sell
and make a profit.
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Pricing Rule of Thumb
Retail Price = wholesale price x 2
(at a minimum ‐ almost always)
The retail price is a 100% markup of the
wholesale price
(Called Keystone)

Creating Wholesale Materials
• Line Sheet
• Catalog
• Order Form
• Invoice
• Business Cards
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Line Sheet
• A list of all your products and prices
• Two basic types –
• with and without images
• Typically should list each product including item number, title
or description, any available options (color, size, length) and
price.
• Any per piece minimum order should be mentioned on the
line sheet
This is your #1 Selling TOOL!!!

Creating Item Numbers
• Every product in your line should have an item number (often called a
SKU) assigned. This helps immensely when taking orders and
communicating with buyers.
• Your system can be a combination of numbers and letters, but typically
you want it to be no more than 8 digits long.
• Develop a code that means something – such as the general class of product,
color, size, etc.

• For example:
DT‐W‐LG‐S = Dining room table, Wooden, Light Gray, Small
SE‐2F‐PF‐LC = Silver Earring, 2 Feathers, Polished Finish, Long Chain
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https://squareup.com/townsquare/stock‐keeping‐unit
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Catalog
• Promotional advertising tool to show off your products
• Leave off pricing information (give a catalog with a line sheet to
prospective buyers).
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Order Forms
• Top of the form should have your company’s name and
contact information with space to write the order number (or
purchase order number), buyer name, company name, email
and phone number, shipping and billing addresses, payment
method, and estimated shipping date.
• Because there is so much information to get at Trade Shows
when you need to process orders quickly, you might want to
simply staple the buyers business card to their order form.
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Invoices and Business Cards
• Invoices can act as either a receipt or a notice of
payment due
• Business cards – try not to get TOO creative. Most
people who are going to ask for your business card are
going to be collecting many others typically in a
business card holder. If your card doesn’t fit, it might
get lost.
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Getting Wholesale Accounts
• Attend Trade Shows
• Look at the competition – often stores that carry their brand
will be listed on their website
• Feedback from clients or fellow makers – get
recommendations, ask on your website, network
• Check local, city, and regional guides on travel sites – often
will include a brief description of the store and products
• Develop a system to keep track of prospects in your daily
travels

5 Common Terms in Wholesale
• Keystone – markup from wholesale to retail, typically indicating that
the retail price is twice the wholesale price. Some variation examples:
key and a half means 2.5 times wholesale while triple key is 3 times.
• Lead Time – time from order placement to shipment
• Minimum Order – set either in dollars or pieces in order to get
wholesale pricing
• Net 30 – number of days a store has to pay for an order
• Resale Certificate – form proving eligibility to buy wholesale
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Establishing New Customer Accounts
• Minimum Orders (MOQ)
• Re‐order minimums
• Minimum Retail Price (MSRP)
• Delivery Window/Lead Time
• Shipping & Handling*
• Return Policies
• Credit/Payment Terms*

Shipping Terms
• Shipping Terms
• FOB – Freight on Board
• CIF – Cost Insurance Freight

• Types of Carriers
• Cost
• Packaging
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Initial Comments for Credit Terms
• For all first time orders, ask to receive payment BEFORE shipping the
order (easiest way is to accept credit card).
• Some Stores will ask you to use pro‐forma – this means that they
would like you to send an invoice prior to shipping the order, then the
store will usually send a check. Clear the check prior to shipping the
first order.
• Most stores will ask you to switch to Net 30 terms on re‐orders.
• Some large retailers will only operate on Net 30(+), do a thorough
credit check – the buyer should provide a credit sheet that contains
bank information and references.

Offering Credit
• Benefits of Credit to Sellers
‐ Facilitates increased sales volume
‐ Brings a closer association with customers
‐ Fosters easier selling through telephone, mail and Internet
‐ Helps smooth sales demand since purchasing power is
always available
‐ Provides easy access to a tool with which to stay
competitive
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Offering Credit
• Benefits of Credit to Buyers
‐ Preserves working capital
‐ Able to satisfy immediate needs and pay later
‐ Better service and greater convenience when
exchanging purchased items
‐ Establishment of credit history

Components of Credit Policy
• Development of credit standards
• profile of minimally acceptable credit worthy customer
• check references

• Credit terms
• credit period
• cash discount

• Credit limit
• maximum dollar level of credit balances

• Collection procedures
•
•
•
•

how long to wait past due date to initiate collection efforts
methods of contact
whether and at what point to refer account to collection agency
credit hold
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Have Your Terms in Writing!
• You might want to hire a lawyer to
look over your term sheet!

Summary
• Know your brand ‐ strategy
• Know your price – cost/market
• Prepare your materials – Line Sheets,
Catalogs, etc
• Know your terms – Have them written!
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Questions?
• Reminder:
• This course was recorded and will be available for playback
on our website.
• We will email instructions after the class.
• Booth Basics will be offered tomorrow (February 12th) 12‐
2pm and will also be made available for playback. Booth
Basics will cover pre‐show planning, booth design, conduct
at the show, common forms and brochures, and after show
practices!

How to Contact Your SBDC
In Maine ‐
• www.mainesbdc.org
• Online Requests, locations, business adivor contact information
Phone:
• (800) 679‐7232
• Or email at: mainesbdc@maine.edu
Other States: (see next slide)
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Other SBDC Office Contact Information:
• Massachusetts SBDC ‐ https://www.msbdc.org/
• Vermont SBDC ‐ https://www.vtsbdc.org/
• New Hampshire SBDC ‐ https://www.nhsbdc.org/
• Connecticut SBDC – https://ctsbdc.com/
• Rhode Island SBDC ‐ https://web.uri.edu/risbdc/
• Anywhere else:
• https://americassbdc.org/small‐business‐consulting‐and‐training/find‐your‐
sbdc/

New England Made Show
• https://www.nemadeshows.com/
Spring Show
March 16‐18, 2019
Portland, Maine
• info@nemadeshows.com
• Tel 207.781.5756
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